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up on a strong earnings recovery as the stock outpaces the overall sector for a second month in a row. With a
double-digit earnings beat and a beat on both revenue and earnings guidance, shares of the stock have turned

around their fortunes.. It is the latest in a string of large-name companies reporting strong results this week. Apple
also announced strong results, but had the potential to be more positive than it was.. The stock, however, continues

to be hit by concerns about the market's long-term outlook and demand weakness, which have caused it to fall
more than 6% this week, making it the worst performer among Dow stocks.. In an earnings review, Apple

knocked its guidance a bit lower, saying full-year revenues would rise in the mid-single digit range, down from the
previous forecast of about $236 billion... Keep reading at Most of the 750 video files captured by Snowden are

believed to be in the Hong Kong-based Citizen Lab's possession. The report, which The New York Times cited in
a story Wednesday, was prepared by "independent researchers" affiliated with the organization... In a special

report in Der Spiegel last year, Snowden admitted that in the past, he'd leaked information to the media that was
"more damaging to U.S. interests than any other leak in history." ... Snowden is currently residing in Moscow,

where he continues to seek political asylum from the U.S. Amid Concerns Gabbard Is Anti-Hawaii, She Is Being
Defamed, Her Enemies Are Out To Get Her I'm curious as to why she even put her name on the ballot if she had
no intention of serving... . . My little girl is a real cutie. Her name is Sissy, and she is 1 year and 1 month old. She

was taken to the vet after we found her under the porch, and she needed x-
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